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¡zrr rowing up, I was deathly afraid to eat pop rocks

drink soda together because I was convinced
Little Mikey from the Life cereal commercials died
from the combinatlon. Actually, John Gilchrist (Little
Mikey) is currently living in New York. Like most urban
legends, it is untrue. An urban legend often heard in
the transportation industry is that when a person who
has elected the limited tort option is involved in an
accident with a commercial vehicle, the injured party
automatically has all of the benefits of full tort coverage'
I have often heard this referred to as the commercial
vehicle exception to limited tort. This however, like most
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urban legends, is untrue.
ln 1990, Pennsylvania introduced a choice no-fault
law under the Motor Vehicle Financial Responsibility
Law Amendment, commonly called Act 6' Under the
law, when purchasing automobile insurance, drivers
have the option to purchase either full or limited tort'
Unfortunately, when purchasing insurance drivers are
usually more concerned with the price of the insurance
rather than the coverage they are purchasing' Because
limited tort coverage tends to be cheaper than full tort
coverage, drivers generally choose that option without
truly being educated about the differences in the two
policies.
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When a person purchases full tort, they are essentially
opting not to participate in the no-fault system, and
they have the unrestrlcted rights to bring a lawsuit
against a negligent party involved in an automobile
accident. A person who purchases a limited tort
insurance plan has significantly limited their legal
rights. Specifically, a limited tort driver may only sue
for economic damages such as medical bills and lost
wages. The major distinction between limited tort and
full tort is that a limited tort claimant cannot recover
for pain and suffering.TSPa. C.S. S1705(d)specifically
states: "[e]ach person who elects limited tort alternative
remains eligible to seek compensation for economic
loss sustained in a motor vehicle accident as the
consequence of the fault of another person pursuant
to applicable tort law. Unless the injury sustained is
a serious injury, each person who is bounded by the
limited tort election shall be precluded from maintaining
an action for any noneconomic loss ' ' . ."
However, there is an exception to this law. lf the insured
suffers a serious injury from the negligence of another,
a limited tort driver will be able to collect pain and
suffering. A serious injury is defined as "a personal injury
resulting in death, serious impairment of body function
or permanent serious drsfigurement." 75 Pa' C'S' 51702'

The standard for determining when
there is a "serious impairment of bodily
function is: "(a) what body function, if
any, was impaired because of the injuries
sustained in a motor vehicle accident?
[and] (b)was the impairment of the

body function serious?" Washington v.
Baxter, 719 A.2d 733, 740 (Pa. 1 998).
ln deciding whether an impairment is
serious, the courts consider "the extent
of the impairment, the length of time
the impairment lasted, the treatment
required to correct the impairment, and
any other relevant facts." ld.
Additional exceptions to the limited tort
option include: (1) if the person at fault
is convicted of or accepted ARD for
driving under the influence of alcohol
or a controlled substance; (2) if the
person at fault is "operating a motor
vehicle registered in another state;"
(3) if the person at fault "intends to
injury himself or another person;" (4) if
the person at fault has not maintained
financial responsibility; (5) in a lawsuit
against a person "in the business of
designing manufacturing, repairing,
servicing, or otherwise maintaining motor
vehicles arising out of a defect in the
motor vehicle;" or (6) a person that was
bringing the lawsuit was "injured while
the occupant of a motor vehicle other
than a private passenger motor vehicle."
75 Pa. C. S. S1705(d). I believe that
many people misinterpret exception six
and believe that if a person who elects
limited tort is involved in a motor vehicle
accident with a commercial driver,
limited tort does not apply. However, a
careful reading of the statute proves that
this is untrue. This exception only applies
when the plaintiff was a passenger or
driver of a commercial motor vehicle.
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It is important to note that if a person who elects limited tort is involved in an accident with a commercial vehicle, they
are still bound to that limited tort unless they meet an exception listed above. An example of a situation that would
allow a limited tort plaintiff to collect full tort would be if a plaintiff was involved in an accident with a commercial vehicle
registered in New Jersey. Because the commercial vehicle was registered in New Jersey and not Pennsylvania, full tort
applies. Another exception is when a person who elects limited tort is involved in an accident with a commercial vehicle
registered in Pennsylvania and sustains a serious injury. The limited tort plaintiff may be able to seek damages for pain
and suffering if the court finds that the plaintiff suffered a serious injury.
Like most urban legends, the commercial vehicle exception to limited tort is untrue. lf a limited tort driver is involved in a
motor vehicle accident with a commercial driver registered in Pennsylvania, it does not automatically mean that fulltort
applies. ln order to have full tort apply, the injured party must prove an exception to the limited tort option.
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